Functional dependencies in relational databases are investigated. Eight binary relations, viz., (1) dependency relation, (2) equipotence relation, (3) dissidence relation, (4) completion relation, and dual relations of each of them are described. Any one of these eight relations can be used to represent the functional dependencies in a database. Results from linear graph theory are found helpful in obtaining these representations. The dependency relation directly gives the functional dependencies. The equipotence relation specifies the dependencies in terms of attribute sets which functionally determine each other. The dissidence relation specifies the dependencies in terms of saturated sets in a very indirect way. Completion relation represent!; the functional dependencies as a function, the range of which turns out to be a lattice. Depletion relation which is the dual of the completion relation can also represent functional dependencies and similarly can the duals of dependency, equipotence, and dissidence relations. The class of depleted sets, which is the dual of saturated sets, is df Sned and used in the study of de'?letion relations.
Introduction
We will be concerned in this paper with a particular binary relation called an attribute relation and its specializations. We will show that a study of the structure of these relations can be very helpful for the understanding of relational databases. One of the motivations in writing this paper is to make an in-depth study of functional dependencies and to show how more complete results than those of Armstrong [l] can be obtained. In fact, many of Armstrong's results follow immediately from our discussion. It is hoped that the tools used, the approaches fcllowed and the conclusions drawn here substantially improve our insight in the subject of relational databases. For example, we have established a lattice, a structure which Armstrong has indicated to be only a semi-lattice. Similarly, we have formulated eight different sets of axioms to describe functional dependencies in contrast to the only one known earlier [l] .
In Section 2, we define 'he dependency graph and deduce some of its properties. Since the dependency graph is reflexive and transitively closed, we are able to 0304-3975/83/$03.00 @ Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) arrive at a number of specific conclusions. Not surprisingly, concepts that immediately get defined are those of a saturated set [l] and its d.ual, a depleted set. In Section 3, we define what we call an equipotence relation and show that it is adequate to describe functional dependencies. In Section 4, we use the saturated sets in our definition of the dissidence relation. The legitimacy and the utility of the dissidence relation becomes immediately obvious from the properties of saturated sets. In Section 5, we define the completion relation and deduce some of its properties. In Section 6, we introduce the dual of the completion relation, which we have called a depletion relation. In contrast to the earlier three relations, these two turn out to be functions. In Section 7, we study the dual of the dependency relation and also introduce the duals of equipotence and dissidence relations. Section 8 gives some conclusions.
Dependency relation
A binary relation on N (synonymously-a graph) is defined as a subset of the Cartesian product N x IV, where N is an arbitrary set, sometimes referred to as a vertex set, For the attribute relation which is a special case of a binary relation, we further stipuiate that N is not just an arbitrary set, but is a collection formed by all the subsets of a certain set where each X, is referred to as an attribute. Thus the cardinality of N is 2". We refer to the elements of N as Ro, RI, . . . , R2"-. 1. The binary expansion of the subscript will indicate which subset we are referring to; e.g., &I is the null set 0, RI = (X,,}, R2 = {X1), R3 = {X1, X,,}, . . . , and Rzpl -1 = R. Having emphasized that the vertex set of an attribute relation is not an arbitrary set, we define a dependenq rekztion as any attribute relatior. satisfyirlg the following three axioms. Here S, T, V are arbitrary elements of IV, S u T is the union of the sets S and T and the symbol + stands for the dependency relation.
Dependency Axioms. ! 1) S u T + S (projectivity 1. 1'2 S + T and S --) V imply S -1 T u V (addititlity L (3) S+T and T+ V imply S -9 I/ (frLznsiticity 1.
Since we want to use the term 'relation' for the relations that occur in relational databases, we will, when convenient, use the names dependency graph and attribute graph for dependency relation and attribute relation respectively. Also, to be consistent with the terminology of relational databases, we will refer to R as the universal relation and each R, as a projection of R. When the fact that R, is a projection is of no significance, it is simply referred to as a relation. As usual S + T is read as 'S functionally determines T'.
That the above three dependency axioms are independent can be easily seen from the graphs in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. It is known [ 1, 4, 7] that the three axioms stated above are appropriate for representing the functional dependencies that occur in the relations and that they are sound and complete. It is obvious that these axioms are satisfied by all relations. The fact that corresponding to every dependency graph, it is possible to find a relation in which the dependencies present are only those that are given by the graph, establishes the completeness of the axioms. Consider the attribute graph where we have used C, B, A instead of X2, X1, X0 and also BA instead of (B, A} for convenience. The graph can be represented geometrically as in Fig. 4 .
A graph can be represented by its incidence matrix [8] also. The order of the incidence matrix is equal to the number of vertices of the graph. In representing When an attribute graph is given, its dependency closure is defined as the minimal dependency graph which contains the given attribute graph. It can be easily verified that the intersection of dependency graphs is a dependency graph and that the dependency closure of an attribute graph can be obtained by taking the intersection of all dependency graphs which contain the given attribute graph. For example, if we consider a null attribute graph with three attributes, its incidence matrix will be an 8 x 8 zero matrix and its dependency closure will be an 8 x 8 matrix as shown in Fig. 6 . The figur.2 Curther shows how this dependency closure can be expressed as a Kronecker product. Note that each matrix in the product is the dependency closure of a null attribute graph with a single attribute. While taking the product, (0, 1) are treated as binary boolean elements. The dependency closure of the attribute graph of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 7 . Ths incidence matrix of a dependency graph we will call a dependency matrix. Proof. Reflexivity is a special case of the projectivity axiom of the dependency graph (taking S in place of T in Dependency Axiom (1)) and it will be retained wher_ w consider the symmetric part of the dependency graph. Symmetry is imposed in view of taking only the symmetric part of the dependency graph. That transitivity is retained in the symmetric part of the dependency graph can be seen as follows. Let hij = hik = 1 in the matrix H representing the symmetric part of a dependency graph. Then we must show that hik = 1. Now since hii = hik = 1, we also have hji = hkj = 1. Then as H is symmetric part of G, we get gii = gik = ,qii = gkj = 1 l As transitivity (Axiom (3)) holds in the original dependency graph, wi: have gik = 1 = g ,i and knee hik = 1. q
The symmetric pl,, . of the graph of Fig. 7 is given in Fig. 8 . It is easy to check that the matrix in Fig. 8 defines an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes are 0, (A}, {B}. {BA, CE, CBA), and {CA, C). Theorem 2. In a dependency matrix the columns correspcnding to the elements of an aqui~alencc class are identical. A similar statement holds good for rows also.
Proof. Suppose there is an arrow from a node S to a node in an equivalence class C NW a31 the nodes in an equivalence class have arrows between themselves. Therefore by transitivity of dependency graph, there will be an arrow from S to each of t!le nodes of C. Hence the columns corresponding to the elements of an equivalence class in a dependency matrix are identical. Now suppose that there is an arrow from a node in an equivalence class to a node T. Since all the nodes in an equivalence class have arrows between themselves, by transitivity of dependency graph, there will be arrows from all the nodes of the equivalence class to T. This stows that the rows corresponding to the elements of an equivalence class in a Jcpendency matrix are identical. Cl Theorem 3. 111 each of the equivalence classes given by the symmetric part of a d.*pendcncy graph, there is a unique rvlasivnalelen2cr~t, i.e., one element wkich contains all the others in the class.
Proof. The union of two nodes (attribute sets) in an equivalence class must belong to the same equivalence class. The maximal element of an equivalence class is given by the union of all the elements in the class and the union is always unique. EIl
The maximal elements in our examp!e are 0, A, B, CE4, and CA. Proof. A fatllrated set is defined as follows. Take any attribute set. If we find an attribute outtide the set which is functionally determined by these, put that attribute in the set. We continue this process till we get the maximum possible attribute set. The resulting set is called the saturated set. Now it is easy to see that when we take the symmetric part of the dependency graph, by Theorem 3, each equivalence class will determine a unique maximal element and by definition of saturated set, it will coincide with it. 0
Theorem 5. The intersection of two maximal elements is a maximal element.
Proof. The maximal element in the equivalence class containing the element S we will designate by Z(S). We are required to show that Z(S) n Z(T) can always be written as Z(U) for some appropriate choice of U. Take U = Z(S) &Z(T) and we will show that
Z(S)nZ(T) = 27(2(S) nZ( T)).
For any arbitrary attribute sets V, W, Y, it is easy to see that
Z(Y)r> Y, ZiVn W&Z(V)
and Z(Vn W)gZ(W).
From the last two containment relations, we get Proof. The if-part follows from the projectivity axiom of the dependency graph.
The only-if-part follows from the definition of the saturated sets. 0
A condensed matrix with rows and columns representing the equivalence classes can be derived from the dependency matrix. We pick one member from each equivalence class and ta'ce the intersection of the rows and columns corresponding to these members. The square matrix so obtained is the condensed matrix. The condensed matrix for oc.r example is shown in Fig. 9 . It is easy to see that the original dependency matrix -a~ be constructed from the condensed matrix when the equivalence classes are gil en. The structure of the condensed matrix becomes obvious from Theorem 6: +ne element kii of the condensed matrix, is 1 if and only if the saturated set in the equivalence class i contains the saturated set in the equivalence cla:s j.
Theorem 7. The condensed matrix derived from the dependency matrix represents a !a ttice.
Proof. From Theorem 6 it immediately follows that the condensed matrix rep-::csents a partial order. All the maximal elements and only they form the nodes of the partial order. By Theorem 5, every pair of nodes of the partial order defines a unique greatest lower bound. The unique least upper bound of any pair of nodes is given by the maximal element of the equivalence class to which the union of the two nodes belongs. This establishes the fact that the condensed matrix represents a partial order such that every pair of nodes has a unique least upper bound and a unique greatest IDwer bound. In other words the condensed matrix represents a lattice. '2
The lattice of our example is given by Fig. 10 . From what has been said above, it should be clear how one can go about constructing the dependency matrix when C'BA the saturated setj are given and nothing else. From the saturated sets we can first construct the condensed matrix, since it represents only an inclusion relation. We can then find the equivalence class to which a node belongs by taking the intersection of all the saturated sets containing the node. The node belongs to the equivalence class in which the intersection belongs. This intersection will always be a saturated set by Theorem 5. Once the equivalence class corresponding to a node is determined, the condensed matrix can easily be expanded into the 'Jriginal matrix.
It is natural to think of defining a reduction of a dependency graph, a concept that is the inverse of closure. Dependency reduction is a minimal graph which gives the original graph as its dependency closure. While it is perfectly reasonable to define a reduction, it turns out that. unlike closure, dependency reduction of a graph need not be unique. We can define reduction with respect to each one of the dependency axioms or combinations of these and obtain reductions corresponding to attribute graphs. However, all these reductions are unappealing in one way or the other 121.
Equipotence relation
The discussion in the previous section points to the possibility of defining a new binary relation which we choose to call an equipotence relation. An attribute relation is called an equipotence relation if it is an equivalence relation and further satisfies, the axiom S-T and W-W imply Su Vc-,Tu W.
We have used the symbol ++ for the equipotence relation. It is supposed to indicate that if S and T are equipotent, then S functionally determines T and vice versa.
The entire set of axioms for the equipotence relaticn ic given below. Here S, T, C', W are arbitrary elements of A?
Equipotence Axioms. ( 1) S CJ S.
(
2) S -T implies T-S. (3) S-T and T-V imply SH V. (41 S-T and V WW implySu
Vc*Tu W.
It can be shown without much difficulty that the last axiom can be replaced by the following more simple looking one:
(4a)
S-T implies Su VHTuK
The concept of equipotence can be used to represent the functional dependencies in a relation. Equipotence, being an equivalence relation defines a partition of the collection of attribute sets.
Theorem 8. There is a unique m!aximal eleme.: 1 I in each equivalence class defined by the equipotence relation. (The maxi 'ma1 :lement of an equivalence class is an element which contains all the other elerrer J of the equivalence class.)
Proof. The theorem will be established i'. we prove that if S and T are in the same equivalence class, so is their union S u I7 This we prove as follows. If S and T are in the same equivalence class,
S#T
and T-S. Now Axiom (4) yields the following results:
S-S and S-T imply S-Sv T,
S-S and T-S imply S u T-S.
This means that S u T and S are in the same equivalence class. El
The universal relation is obviously a maximal element. As before, we can identify the maximal elements with the saturated l;ets and hence claim that the equipotence relation is a legitimate concept for representing functional depent-iencies.
C'onsider the attribute graph
The graph car: be represented geometrically as shown in Fig. 11 . The incidence matrix of this graph is shown in Fig. 12 . The equipotence closure of an attribute graph is defined as the minimal equipotence graph which contains the given graph. The equipotence C(OSUX of the graph in Fig. 11 is the graph corresponding to the matrix in Fig. 8 . This !,hows that the equipotences with which we started out this example represent the zame functional dependencies as in the ear;lier example.
l As in the case of dependency ici:fiuction, the eqrripotence reduction is also not unique and hence WC will not get into the details of it. We will now define a graph which does have a unique reduction and is perhaps aesthetically the most appealing in other ways also. 
Dissidence relation
An ittribute relation is called a dissidence r&ztion if it satisfies the following axioIr5. The dissidence relation will be designated by the symbol +-+. In the axioms that follow, R is the entire set of attributes, fl is the null set, S and T are arbitrary subsets of R, and S is the complement of S with respect to R.
(2) S M T implies S = T.
(3) S-Sand T~%mplySr,T~Su~
In these axioms, if there is an arrow ++ going at all from a node, it is going only to the complement of the node. The physical meaning of the arrow w is that the node on its left-hand side does not functionally determine even one of the attributes on its right-hand side. The elements that appear on the left hand side of +-+ can be identified as the saturated sets from Theorem 5, Thus the validity and utility of the dissidence axioms are obvious.
If an element of the domain of the dissidence relation is not a saturated set, no arrow (H) will start from it. This shows that the dissidence relation is not a function.
Consider the attribute graph:
If an attribute graph satisfies Axiom (2), its dissidence closure is defined as the minimal dissidence graph which contains the given graph. The closure ciln be obtained easily by taking all possible intersections of those elements of the domain, from which arrows emanate and attaching arrows to these intersections. Further, add R -4) also in the relation. The dissidence closure of our example is shown in Fig. 13 . Thus the saturated sets corresponding to this closure are 0, A, B, CA, CBA.
Theorem 9, The boolean function [5] representing the functional dependencies in a relatiorl cm be obtained directly from the saturated xts. Proof. A minterm of the boolean function representing a functional dependency can be interpreted as follows. Attributes with bars on them together determine at least one of the attributes without bars in the minterm. Now we know that a saturated set does not determine any of the attributes which is tiot in it. Therefore, saturated sets, which occur on the left-hand side of the arrow '-), will give rise precisely to those minterms which will not appear in the boolean function. Thus, the complement of the sum of the minterms generated from the saturated sets will give the boolean function that will represent the functional dependencies. Cl
We continue our example to illustrate the facts mentioned above. Corresponding to each one of the saturated sets we write a minter-m as f0110w~:
In each minterm the complemented variables represent the corresponding saturated set, The complement of the sum of these minterms gives the required 'booleafl function:
f =dFc +cn.
This ly(,olean function represents the function:!.] dependencies which are the same dependencies we had in the earlier examples.
'The dissiderrce redrwtion of a dissidence graph is the minimal graph which gives the original graph as its closure, Unlike in the previous cases, the dissidence reduction is unique. 'The procedure to obtain the dissidence reduction of any dissidence gr jph is as ~CWWS. Remove the edge R t-48. Consider an attribute set occurring on the left hand side of one of the remaining edges. Find all those attribute sets m the left-hand side which contain this attribute set and take the intersectho of all such attribute sets. If the intersection obtained happens to be the attribute \ct with which we started out, then remove that particu!ar edge. Continue sbis process with the remaining edges as far as possible. The dissidence recluction of our example is
which can be verified directly.
S, Completion relation
The dependency relation of Section 2 also suggests another representation of functional dependencies in terms of a binary relation which we call completion r&tio~~. We shall use the symbol -for the completion relation. We define completion relation as any attribute relation satisfying the following four axioms.
Completion Axioms.
( 1) R 1-) R.
(2) S -T implies S u T = 7'.
It can be easily shown that the second axiom can be replaced by
We remind ourselves that S, ?', V, W are arbitrary elements of N, the power set OF R.
Using these axioms, we can deduce that S-T andSp-*V imply T= V.
Further, in view of Axioms (2) and (4), an arrow 2-) starts from every &ment: of the domain, showing that the completion relation is a function. We state that the above axioms are equivalent ta saying, respectively, the following [S]. (Completion relation is called a closure relation in [S].) (1) Completion of the universal relation is the unitersal relation itself.
(2) Completion of S is a superset Of S.
(3) Complet;on of c0~i~pleti'uP;; of S = completion Of S.
(4) S c T implies that S has an image and completion of S g completion of T. We have seen iq Section 2 how to obtain maximal elements (saturated sets) from any given dependency relation. The equivalence class mentioned in the next theorem is the one defined in Section 2.
Theorem IO. Tile completion of any attribute set is given by the maximal demnt of the equivalence class to which the attribute set belongs.
Proof. The physical meaning of the arrow ;rf in S * T, representing the completion relation is that T is the maximal set functionally determined by S. The largest superset determined by S is obviously a saturated set. From the axioms of the completion relation, it should now be clear that the members of the range of the completion relatictn are the saturated sets. El Since the range of the completion relation gives the saturated sets, it is straightforward to obtain the dependency relation from a given completion relation. This convinces us of the fact that the concept of a completion relation can be used to represent the functional dependencies.
For the example in Fig. 4, viz. , BA + C and C + A, the corresponding completion relation is
From Theorem 5 it is obvious that the range of a completion t-elation is closed under intersection.
Depletion relation
The discussion of the previous section points to the existence of yet another binary relation useful in representing the functional dependencies.
We call this relation depletion refation and use the symbol A to denote it. We define a depletion relation as any attribute relation which satisfies the following four axioms.
Depletion Axioms.
( 1) v) &3.
(2) SAT implies Sn T = T.
(3) SAT implies TAT. (41 S n T A V implies a W such that T A W and L'n W = V.
As in Section 5, the second axiom can be replaced by t2a) S;*T and TAV imply r= V.
Here again S, T, V, W are arbitrary elements of N, the power set of R. From these axio.ms, we can deduce that the arrow A starts from every element of the domain and that S A T and S .A V impiy 7' = If, indicating that a depletion reJation is also a function. Further, the above axioms can be stated, respectively, as follows:
I 1 I Depletion of the null attribute set is th\e nu!l attribute set itself.
(2) Depletion of S is a subset of S. 61 Taking depletion of a set any number of times is equivalent to taking its depletion once.
(4) If S is a subset c:i T, then S has an image and depletivn of S is a subset of the depletion of T.
We can convince ourselves that a depletion relation is adequate for representing functional dependencies if we notice that the depletion relation is obtained when we take the complements of the individual members of both the domain and the range of the completion relation. The following properties immediately follow:
(1) The range of a depletion relation is closed under union.
(2) The inclusion relation within the range of a depletion relation represents a lattice, as shown in Fig. 14 for our (3) The physical interpretation of S AT is just this: T is the set obtained from S by removin, 0 all those attributes determined by s. For this reason, an element of the range of the depletion relation is called a depkted set.
For the example in Fig. 4 In view of the intimate relationship, between the completion and depletion relations, brought out by the above mentioned properties we shall describe it by saying that the depletion and completion relations are duals of each other.
Dual of a dependency relation
The dual relationship between the completion and depletion relations stcitiIt;ci in Sections 5 and 6 indicates the possibility of considering the duals of the dependency, the equipotence, and the dissidence relations as alternative representations of functional dependencies. We shall briefly discuss here only the dual of a dependency relation, since the other two can be looked into on similar lines.
The dual of an attribute graph is obtained by redesignating each node by its complement. The dual of a dependency relation will be an attribute relation governed by the following four axioms. Since we used the symbol + to specify the dependency relation, we will use s to indicate its dual (read as star-dependency afld written as * dependency).
*Dependency Axioms.
(1) 5 n TJ S.
(2) SG T and S; V imply SG T n V.
(3) SG 7 and T: V imply Ss V.
Here again S, T, V are arbitrary elements of N.
As an example we take the dual of the attribute graph that we have been considering. It is given by CGBA and BAG CB.
Taking closure of this attribute giaph with respect to the * dependency axioms, we get the matrix of Fig. 15 . It can be easily checked that the symmetric part of the matrix G" of Fig. 15 defines an equivalence relation, the equivalence classes being (fl, A, Cl, (B, BA) , {CA), (CB) and (CBA}. Further in each of these equivalence classes, there is a unique minimal element, i.e. one element which is contained in all the others in the class. We have called this element a depleted set. The depleted sets in our example are 0, B, CA, K'!I', CBA. It is straightforward to see that the * dependency matrix of Fig. 15 can be constructed, when only the depleted sets are given. 
Conclusions
Our attempt here has been to obtain a clear understanding of functional dependencies in relational databases and in this attempt we have found linear graph theory quite helpful. We have def&f: -Ight constraints represented by the symbols --+, c--*, +--, and * and their duals. The simplicity of the axioms for the dissidence ation and its dual is obviousiy because of the profundity ard significance of the \aaur:ited and tiepleted sets.
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We have restricted our analysis to functional dependencies, even though it seems likely that at least part of the analysis here can be extended to multivalue:d dependencies [6, 9] also. It has been shown that the concept of saturated sets cam be generalized [3, 7] when multivalued dependencies are present. However, whether we will be able to carry out the analysis on a basis parallel to the one followed here, only future investigations can reveal.
:
